Frontiers in Neurobiology No. 3
Amino Acid Neurotransmission

Edited by F A Stephenson, University of London and A J Turner, University of Leeds.

This book concerns all aspects of amino acid neurotransmission in the brain. It covers an integrated approach to inhibitory and excitatory neurotransmission including release of the transmitter, receptor subtypes – molecular pharmacology and molecular biology, inactivation via uptake systems and their involvement in disease processes. The book is written by international authorities in each field giving up-to-date information in a fast moving area.

Amino Acid Neurotransmission includes both pre and post synaptic mechanisms.

Contents: Perspective, A J Turner and F A Stephenson; Neurotransmitter release mechanisms, D G Nicholls and J Sánchez-Prieto; Structure, function and regulation of sodium coupled neurotransmitter transporters, B I Kanner; Electrophysiology of GABA<sub>a</sub> receptors, T G Smart; Molecular structure of GABA<sub>a</sub> receptors, F A Stephenson; The inhibitory glycine receptor, C-M Becker and D Langosch; Metabotropic glutamate receptors, J M Henley, R Burton and S A Richmond; Non-N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) glutamate receptors: molecular properties, R J Wenthold and R S Petralia; Molecular biology of N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA)-type glutamate receptors, P J Whiting and T Prestle; Receptor regulation by phosphorylation, L Raymond; Excitatory amino acids and neurodegeneration, A M Palmer; Long term potentiation in the hippocampus, Z I Bashir.

ISBN: 0 85788 080 1 Hard May 1997 250 pages £65.00/US$110.50

Frontiers in Neurobiology No. 2
Nerve Growth and Guidance

Edited by C D McCaig, University of Aberdeen.

This book considers in detail mechanisms underlying nerve growth and guidance. There is considerable coverage of intracellular second messenger involvement, both in guiding growth and collapse of growth cones. All those interested in developmental neurobiology in general, and nerve guidance in particular, from senior undergraduate level through to research levels will find this book extremely useful.

ISBN: 0 85788 085 2 Hard May 1996 180 pages £65.00/US$110.50

Frontiers in Neurobiology No. 1
Neuropeptide Gene Expression

Edited by A J Turner, University of Leeds.

Neuropeptides are a rapidly growing class of signal molecules. In this book, leading scientists survey the recent progress made in the identification of neuropeptides and the factors regulating their expression including transcription factors, enzymes involved in post-translational processing as well as agents modulating peptide hormone release at synaptic terminals. It will be of interest to both neuroscientists and those studying gene expression in general.

ISBN: 0 85788 044 5 Hard July 1994 260 pages £65.00/US$110.50
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Children's Books

The Space Place
Drifting home from work one evening, Helen Sharman heard a radio advertisement: 'Astronaut wanted - no experience necessary'. Over 13,000 people applied and in May 1991 Helen was hurtling at 18,000 mph around the Earth sixteen times a day, on an eight-day mission. Follow Helen's training to become an astronaut, experience the excitement of launch day and learn about the weird and wonderful life away from the Earth's gravity.


Satellite Fever
Orbiting around the Earth, out of sight and out of mind, are hundreds of man-made satellites. Satellites let you talk to your friends across the continents. You watch live world-wide television with their help. They guide you when you travel and show you the most interesting images of deep space.
Mike Painter was a founder member of what is now the largest satellite company in Europe, Matra Marconi Space.


Microbes, Bugs and Wonder Drugs
- Short-listed for the Rhone-Poulenc Junior Prize for Science Books 1996.
- Highly Commended in the Popular Medicine Category of the 1996 BMA Medical Book Competition
"...the text is written in a clear and accessible style...the pictures are as good as ever" Nature
"...lively and readable account of the history of drugs and the fight against disease...has a non-patronising section on drug abuse" The Sunday Telegraph
"Fran Balkwill and Mic Rolph are champion medical explainers, their latest book is a brilliant idea unexplicably carried through." Times Educational Supplement
"With its beautiful illustrations and skillful storytelling, it should hold the interest of the MTV generation." American Society of Microbiology News


Light Up Your Life
Light is strange, sometimes dazzling, like very bright sunlight, sometimes dim, like starlight. It can be coloured, it can be white, it can also be invisible. Light has incredible energy, light zooms at amazing speeds across the Universe. But what is light? Light up Your Life explains to children aged 8-12 years what science has discovered so far.

David Phillips is Professor of Physical Chemistry at Imperial College, London, where he studies light and lasers.


Planet Ocean
Planet Ocean takes a voyage of discovery in an imaginary 'mini-sub'. It travels through the 'twilight' zone, and slides down the continental slope to a vast abyssal plain. At a mid-ocean ridge, molten lava melts the Earth's crust and hot-water spouts are home to amazing animals. Visit rocky slopes of underwater volcanoes with soft corals and shoals of brightly coloured fish.

Dr Brian Bett is a marine biologist at the Southampton Oceanography Centre.
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